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ing arms into Ireland, which the Campbell-Bannerman govern-
ment took off as unnecessary. On the formation of the Ulster
Volunteers it might well have been re-imposed, but was not.
Now that Dublin formed Volunteers, it at oncp was. The infer-
ence drawn inevitably in Ireland reacted not only against
Asquith but against Redmond, and in weakening him made
more difficult the approach to any reasonable compromise.
After two months of discussion and negotiation, Asquith on
9 March 1914 (when moving for the third time the second read-
ing of the Home Rule Bill) made known the government's pro-
posals regarding Ulster. A White Paper gave the details, but
the substance was that any county might by a majority of its
parliamentary electors, vote itself out of home rule for six years.
This, it will be seen, was a modified form of the earlier Lloyd
George idea. In respect of its county basis it was very unfair to
the Ulstermen. There were only four counties which as such
were certain to yield them a majority—Antrim, Down, Armagh,
and Deny; yet South Down, South Armagh, and parts of West
Derry were much less truly their territory than large parts of
Tyrone and Fermanagh. They also had good reason to resent
the time-limit. The theory of it was that before it expired the
electors of the United Kingdom would have been twice con-
sulted,1 and if they twice ratified Ulster's inclusion she would
have no grievance. But in fact, of course, to make the inclusion
of Ulster the sole issue at a general election in, say, 1919 would
have been scarcely possible, and if possible, most undesirable.
Carson therefore had equity on his side in demanding that there
should be no time-limit upon Ulster's right to stay outside the
Dublin parliament until she was persuaded to come in.
The proposals brought less than no immediate gain; for they
were violently rejected by the unionists, and at the same time
were so unpopular in Nationalist Ireland as further to weaken
Redmond. Meanwhile the army trouble drew nearer. Lord
Willoughby de Broke, leader of the Die-hards against the
Parliament Bill, put about the idea that the house of lords should
refuse to pass the Army Annual Act, thus depriving the govern-
ment after 30 April of any disciplined force. The unpatriotic
recklessness of such a course—at a time when Germany was
making such war-preparations as Europe had never witnessed
before, and when, with France, Russia, and Austria-Hungary
1 Le. not later than December 1915 and not later than December 1920.

